Winning in the Chinese luxury market

FDKG Insight
In 2012, the Chinese luxury market reached a tipping point as a result of new government leadership and
changing consumer attitudes. The resultant reduction in market growth has forced luxury brands operating
in China to become more cautious in their spending, and more focused on activities that will directly affect
sales.
The change in the market has also opened up many more opportunities for those brands yet to arrive and
those wanting to attract and sell to the growing number of Chinese consumers who regularly travel overseas.
The attitudes of Chinese consumers have changed in the past 12 to 18 months, and they are now actively
looking for new luxury brands and experiences to appreciate and enjoy. There is a general move towards less
conspicuous purchases driven by greater understanding that luxury isn’t all about being brash and obvious,
and because of changes in government policy that has encouraged more modest demonstrations of success.
For brands considering establishing a presence in China, now is the time when those already here are
consolidating and not expanding; consumers are eager for new choices and new experiences. For those with
an international presence and no immediate plans for China, building awareness of the brand name and
values in country will lead to some of the travelling consumers seeking them out as many will have reached
saturation point in terms of the brands they see and hear of on the streets.
2013 is truly the time to establish links with the Chinese consumer.

For brands wanting to attract visiting Chinese luxury consumers

How do we work with luxury brands wanting to
connect with China?
Over the next few years, China will present luxury brands perhaps their largest growth opportunity, no
matter their size or whether they plan to have a physical presence here or not. The number of Chinese who
travel overseas will continue to increase, as will their disposable income and desire for luxury products and
services. Whether you work for a brand that plans to open stores in China over the coming few years, or one
that is known for its existing presence elsewhere, there are some essential marketing activities that must be
implemented in China in order to establish the brand and its credentials and gain success.

Driving
customers to
shop overseas

Establishing trust in the brand is always the first step in China, no matter the size of the brand, and
its ‘fame’ elsewhere in the world. Luxury consumers here already have huge choices so new brands must both
establish their name and positioning very early on in the market engagement process. Recognition in China
is about both reaching the end consumer and the potential distribution partner; you need them both to seek
you out.
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FDKG has specialist knowledge of marketing in China and the Chinese luxury consumers. Using a
proven systematic approach we take our clients through a series of stages of the brand building, trust and
engagement cycle to build a solid foundation from which to grow.

Exclusive events
to deliver brand
and product
experince

The diagrams shown pictorially demonstrate the stages of the system, in the case of brands planning to
attract travelling consumers completing all activities listed will complete a positioning cycle, for those with
a plan to open direct or in-direct stores in China, the combination of activities would be tailored to their
specific needs.
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For brands planning a physical presence in China
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To make an analogy, from 2008 to 2011 the Chinese luxury consumer was in effect driving very fast down a highway, with a focus on the big brand names ahead of
them. In 2012 they began to slow down, which in turn allowed them to look around, and start to see other brands, notice their other choices, and to divert their focus
as they started to appreciate them.
The attraction of the Chinese market is its diversity and size. While market growth opportunities still exist for brands with strong investment capabilities to expand into the
2nd, 3rd and even 4th tier cities, an opportunity equally exists for affordable luxury brands to grow their popularity with the affluent and middle class Chinese consumers.
However the current slowing of the market growth requires an understanding of the competitive landscape, and more thought as how to differentiate brand perceptions in
order to maintain growth.
With so many Chinese consumers travelling to purchase abroad, a door is opening for those brands currently non-resident to establish their name here. The investment is
not small, as media costs here are generally high, but this path to fame is well trodden and the default for any brand wanting mindshare from domestic consumers.
There is no way around it, and just assuming that the travelling Chinese will either find your stores, and as unlikely, come in and spend money with you is naïve.

”

Market opportunity assessment
China probably offers luxury brands their largest growth potential in terms of both the domestic opportunity,
and that of its travelling consumers. However, effectively assessing that opportunity requires an independent
and unbiased approach, and should be based on strong current and historical local market knowledge. Trying
to do this from a distance, or without spending enough time studying the market will not suffice.
We at FDKG are able to provide both the detailed local knowledge and experience, and the independent and
impartial approach required to deliver market opportunity assessments to luxury brands that review all or
any of the following:
Market size and growth potential
Provide an analysis of the competitive landscape
The current business model and its performance
The target consumer, and their expectations
Future growth potential and the brand expansion landscape
For those brands with limited or no exposure in China, the changing marketplace represents a real
opportunity to enter China or establish the brand name clearly in the eyes if the Chinese consumer, but
understanding the market they live in is critical. Even for those brands aiming to find a distribution partner
in China, they should have their own independent understanding of the market and its potential, before
discussions commence.

Establishing a Sinocised offer
China is a unique market in almost every market sector, and often works in ways that can be almost the
opposite of other geographies. The cultural values and drivers are different, and in fact for most brands the
USP’s they consider their real differentiators, may have limited relevance in China, yet the things they think
of as of limited value, is highly regarded here.
Success in China will involve identification of those attributes that will make the brand shine in the eyes of
the consumers and creating sinocised stories and messages that tell the appropriate brand story and magnify
its values in Chinese are critical. FDKG works with its clients to identify the key attributes of the brand, create
the localised messages required, and choose the correct Chinese words and expressions that add culturally
correct value to these messages. Importing the brand wholesale, and delivering literal translations does not
work.
This process involves our depth of cultural understanding and cooperation between our staff and the
management of the brand, the better we understand it, the better we can express it and the stronger the
sinocised offer.
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The slowing of domestic consumption in 2012 does perhaps hide
another factor affecting the market; that of increased consumer
knowledge. As a nation, the Chinese can learn things very fast, perhaps not in
a way that we might in Europe and the US, but still they learn by watching and
listening to what they are told by brands and others they respect and trust. Last
year was no exception on this rapid learning curve.
For new brands entering China, or those aiming to attract the travelling luxury
consumer, they must stand out from the crowd, tell engaging stories and
position themselves appropriately. Above all, they need to be consistent
in their actions and demonstrate commitment to China.

”

“

Speaking and writing in English is now quite common in China, at least in the tier one cities, but what is said in Chinese to get a particular message across is not in
any way a literal process of translation. Identification of China specific product values and benefits, and their inclusion in websites and other collateral is essential
if consumers are to be hooked. The general immaturity of the majority of Chinese luxury consumers means that making communication obvious across all marketing
materials is the only approach.
Consider the visual nature of the Chinese character set, each a picture with a meaning that can enhance or devalue a message depending upon how it is applied. English
sentences can be misinterpreted, but use of the correct Chinese characters will avoid this issue and deliver a clear statement about the brand to the reader. Success
in China starts by saying and doing the right thing, hence building trust.
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Localising marketing materials
After seeing a brand mentioned in the media, or hearing about it from friends and family, the next place
any Chinese consumer will look on the Internet to verify that the brand is genuine. It is therefore important
for all luxury brands to have Chinese friendly pages on their websites. These pages do not need to be overly
complex, but communicate localized messages, heritage and establish a vision of the brand in the eyes of the
visitor. If the site is to drive travelling Chinese to purchase outside of the country, it needs to tell them where
and how to find the point of purchase, and show that this really exists and has a physical presence. Product
imagery is very important, and will reinforce brand perception and value in the viewer’s eyes.
The absence of a physical presence in China will require the production of some specific marketing collateral
that can be used to demonstrate the physical embodiment of the product. Although many Chinese read and
speak English, local language materials ensure consistency of message, and avoid confusion. They will also be
used to show others, and will act as the basis of word of mouth communication.
Social media is important in China, as can be witnessed when sitting in restaurants and coffee shops where
Chinese middle, upper middle and wealthy consumers sit using their phones reporting their thoughts and
activities throughout the day. Recommendations and comments from friends and family on Weibo are
extremely influential in the sales process for all brands around the globe, and a strong presence and following
can create enormous positive PR and drive consumers to websites and physical points of presence.
Our team establishes Weibo sites for brands and posts content in Chinese on behalf of our clients; it also
creates localised content for websites and collateral based on agreed messages as part of its comprehensive
service.
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We might all assume that as a 7 star hotel the Burj Al Arab might
not feel that it needed to target any one-consumer group because
of its status and fame. However, it appears that even the mighty Burj
will work hard for the Chinese. It recently announced that to celebrate
Chinese New Year, it would offer authentic Chinese dining, and music,
and will light up its exterior with Chinese characters on February 10th to
celebrate the arrival of the year of the snake.

Media relations and management
Being seen in the media regularly is an initial and necessary stamp of approval for any brand wanting to
sell to China as consumers consider that if a brand can get into the media, it must have either the necessary
money to invest or the reputation to be trusted. This rule applies whether the consumer is to buy in China, or
elsewhere in the world.
On behalf of our clients we work with traditional and new media to tell the agreed brand stories and have
them published and repeated by consumers in conversations online or face-to-face once they have been read.
By knowing and understanding our clients and their key attributes, we regularly meet with the media to gain
maximum coverage in print and on the Internet. The result of this activity is to build brand awareness, and
by repeated visibility, greater status for the brand in the eyes and a place in the heart of the consumer.
Chinese luxury consumers want to connect with a brand and establish a sense of association with it in their
hearts, if they cannot achieve this they will not have a desire or need to visit your store anywhere in the world.

The efforts of the Burj have not gone unnoticed in the Chinese media;
as a result the hotel can expect some great free PR even amongst those
who could not afford to stay there but aspire to do so one day. The
free Metro Express paper handed out on the subway today has a frontpage image of the hotel with a computer-generated image of the
Chinese signage superimposed on its towering façade.

”

“

Our recommendation is firstly to plan smaller events that are exquisitely
executed in terms of detail and content that are educational and
informative, and make those in attendance really engage with the brand.
These events are not about selling, but delivering lifestyle advice and imparting
information on a very personal basis. Those attending will not only feel special,
but they will look at the brand differently, expressing those unique feelings
to their network of friends, and so the engagement continues. At large events
by comparison, individuals are not recognised, and it is almost impossible to
impart any form of knowledge or deliver a meaningful experience to
anyone.

”

Targeted bespoke brand introduction and
marketing events
For brands planning to enter China, it is important to test consumer sentiment about the product, and carry
out pre-launch promotional activities for the media and groups of influencers. For those brands that plan to
attract Chinese luxury consumers to their stores or hotels, there is also a need to the demonstrate product
in China and/or communicate the brand attributes and values personally, as this will be taken by both the
media and consumers as a commitment to the country.
In the past, all the luxury brands with a presence in China have held large and very expensive parties and
product launches to which large groups of consumers and the press are invited. The attractiveness of these
events to consumers has waned and now they regard smaller, more personal experiential gatherings as a sign
of respect from the brands.
FDKG plans and runs this style of event as part of a brand promotion or product introduction plan. We select
appropriate venues, formats and content that fit's the positioning of the brand in China and its goals. We
can also invite the media and luxury consumers of the appropriate status to the brand in order to maximize
the ROI as much as possible. In the case of service brands currently not based in China such as hotels or
department stores, the event may be a very high quality dinner in a top hotel during which guests receive an
informative introduction to the brand. For those with product, the event is often a chance for the guests to get
very close to it as a means of establishing their initial desire.
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Reading Luxury Insights China is like having an expert member of staff to
brief me for an hour each month about the Chinese luxury market and its
consumers. The opinions and factual data it contains help to stimulate my
thoughts as to the ways we address this critical market. Excellent!
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Our products:
The Luxury Insights China report
Luxury Insights China is a unique report assessing the Chinese luxury sector that is issued 10 times a year.
The content is gathered, written and issues commented on by the researchers, analyst and operational luxury
experts from FDKG based in the country. The regular reports provide senior staff of luxury brands a concise
summary of activities and influences across the whole sector. It contains no advertising, just pure facts,
valuable opinion and market insight.
Our sector specialist market researchers are constantly monitoring the entire luxury sector in China and
specifically their sub-sectors, they are supported by independent advisors who operate within those subsectors to provide opinion and advice to the editorial team of the Luxury Insights China report. Because of
our close connections with staff working for brands in China, and a network of luxury consumers, we are
able to verify market data and assess trends on a practical level, all of which contributes to the value and
authenticity of our content.
You can read more about Luxury Insights China, and download sample data at
www.fdkginsight.com/luxury-insights-china

Our team:
Our team is made up of highly experienced and educated Chinese and international individuals who work
within teams to deliver our products and services. A single client may only require the skills of a single team,
but in many cases, their needs are met with a multi-disciplinary approach involving business consultants,
researchers, analysts and trainers.

The Insight team
The Insight team is made up of researchers and analyst who look the luxury market across its many
sectors, the brands operating within those sectors and study consumer preferences and trends. They
provide business and consumer research for luxury brands wanting to establish a physical presence in
China to evaluate the opportunity potential, receptiveness of consumers and the actual costs of doing so.

The consulting team
The consulting team of experienced marketing and business management professionals, provide advice
and guidance in the areas of China market entry, market development strategy, positioning, PR and brand
building. Their skills are applicable to brands wanting to build awareness of their status and attract and
engage with the travelling Chinese consumer, or those starting or building their physical presence on the
ground in China.

The luxury training team
The luxury training team is made up of professional trainers who regularly work for luxury hotels and
train their butlers, and those who work with luxury brands to deliver bespoke luxury retail training across
their store network. Within this team are also specialist mystery shoppers who not only provide feedback
to our clients, but also regularly mystery shop to inform the content of our retail training programmes.
Members of the Consulting and Insights teams' also regularly mystery shop as part of their research and
consultancy work.

Case studies:

Building brand awareness and consumer engagement
The luxury perfume market is very under developed in China, although more and more Chinese female
consumers have started to use Chanel, and Hermes perfume priced at over 1,000 RMB per bottle.
Classified as a cosmetic product, perfume importation also means long lead times and high tax. Our
client, that enjoys a high level of popularity amongst international HNWI consumers, and who’s product
sells in Europe and the US at prices higher than the one quote dengaged us to identify their opportunities
and challenges in selling to Chinese consumers.

Our tasks:
Research the perfume sector in China, to understand the market potential, competition, consumer
preferences, and practical constrains to selling here
Based on the understanding of the market, formulate a brand awareness strategy for China to
increase the brand value globally, and to drive consumers to purchase overseas

Market opportunity assessment reports
An affordable luxury European furniture brand that has been in China for 15 years and has for much
of that time has been the market leader. However, in the past five years, many other domestic and
international competitors had entered the market but as the market size increased, their share did not.
Their challenge was to determine their current market position, the potential market size in ten years, and
how to expand their store coverage over that time to maintain a strong position within their sector.
They selected FDKG as a specialist consultancy with a long and solid background in China, and a flexible
approach to working with its clients.

Extract with the brand the key value and formulate the brand story in Chinese

Our task:

Formulate the media strategy and develop press materials

To produce a market assessment report that would

Visit key media to introduce the concept of luxury perfume, the brand and its products
Deliver PR for the brand on a monthly basis

Determine the current market size, and the competitive retail landscape and opportunity in ten years
from now

Created a Weibo site and manage the content

To provide two growth models for the brand in terms of retail expansion and locations

Plan and run exclusive events with HNWI’s to introduce the concept of luxury perfume, experience
the brand, and etiquette associated with product of this nature

To evaluate the marketing strengths and weaknesses of the brand and make recommendations in
terms of future positioning and top level strategy
To estimate costs for the two expansion models, and the potential returns for both

Our achievements in the first 6 months:
6 feature articles in China’s major luxury and fashion media; over 60 press reports on print and
online media
Having created a branded Weibo site we increased the real followers to almost 400 within 3 months,
including local celebrities and the media
Through numerous brand and product experience events HNW consumers have told us that they now
only use this particular brand and have abandoned other more famous brands

To make other general observations related current retail and operational challenges the brand faced
that we identified through the process
To produce a market assessment report that would
Create two independent market valuation models on which to estimated market size that could be
cross-referenced
Carry out face-to-face and telephone interviews with both HQ and their own retail staff

We have then Weibo followers post their perfume purchases made in London online

Carry out face-to-face and telephone interviews with their retail distribution partners

We have successfully facilitate cooperation between this brand and an established luxury brand in
China as VIP gifts which as a result was the most popular gift choice by its customers

Run mystery-shopping exercises to evaluate the brand communications and consumer engagement
process
Establish a consumer survey to determine furniture preferences, spending habits and brand
recognition
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